The Awards and Recognition Committee met several times in order to prepare the groundwork preliminary to soliciting nominations for the Rosa Uhrig Memorial Award for Excellent Teaching and the William H. Kiehhofer and Emil H. Steiger Teaching Awards. After rather extensive advertising in the Post and UWM Newsletter, fifteen nominations were received for the Uhrig Award and seven for the Kiehhofer-Steiger Awards. In its March 20, 1973 meeting, the Awards and Recognition Committee selected one of the nominees to receive the Uhrig Award and submitted two names to the All University Kiehhofer-Steiger Committee to be considered for the Kiehhofer-Steiger Awards.

Recommendation

In its March 6, 1973 meeting, the following motion was unanimously passed with the suggestion that it be presented to the Faculty Senate: "A joint faculty-administrative committee be established to explore community resources for the establishment and financial support of additional teaching awards for UWM".
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